
Dear Pr.KRIT Salah-ddine,
Thank you for your support.

* 12 manuscripts are in the research scopes of our Scopus Indexed jorunals, below are the 
details for your reference.
-- 1 manuscript is in the research scope of "Universal Journal of Educational Research" 
(ID:61)
-- 2 manuscripts are in the research scope of "Civil Engineering and Architecture" (ID:12, 67)
-- 9 manuscripts are in the research scope of"Universal Journal of Electrical and Electronic 
Engineering"
(ID:28,40,46,54,63,80,85,86,108)

If the 12 manuscripts have already been reviewed by experts, please send us the review 
reports. At least please send us
the Turnitin Reports so that the review process can be expedited.

In addition, three papers are required for further revision to meet the publication criteria of our 
journals.
(ID:67,85,86).Comments can be found on the attached file. Please send the revised versions 
as soon as possible so that
they can be sent out for peer review with other papers.

Look forward to hearing from you soon.

Best Regards



Dear Pr.KRIT Salah-ddine,
Thank you for your support.
We have received the plagiarism detection reports and will check them carefully.
Suitable papers will be sent out for peer review. Only after clearing the peer review process is 
a manuscript accepted
for publication. You will expect the review reports for revision and resubmission in the 
following days.
Usually, about 40-60 working days will be involved in the whole publication process.

The publication process for manuscripts is as follows:
1.All manuscripts are first screened to determine their potential suitability for the journal.
2.Within 7 business days, authors will be notified whether their manuscripts are approved for 
the initial screening.
3.Approved manuscripts will be further assessed by reviewers. Usually, it will take 30 
business days to complete the
peer review for one manuscript.
4.Authors will expect 7 days for the revision and resubmission.
5.After receiving the qualified revised version, it will be accepted for publication within 7 
business days.
And payment instructions will be notified after the acceptance of the papers.

Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions.


